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Abstract. The aerodynamic drag of Arctic sea ice is calculated using surface data, measured by an
airborne laser altimeter and a digital camera in the marginal ice zone of Fram Strait. The influence of the
surface morphology on the momentum transfer under neutral thermal stratification in the atmospheric
boundary layer is derived with the aid of model concepts, based on the partitioning of the surface drag
into a form drag and a skin drag. The drag partitioning concept pays attention to the probability density
functions of the geometric surface parameters. We found for the marginal ice zone that the form drag,
caused by floe edges, can amount to 140% of the skin drag, while the effect of pressure ridges never
exceeded 40%. Due to the narrow spacing of obstacles, the skin drag is significantly reduced by the
shadowing effects on the leeward side of floe edges. For practical purposes, the fractional sea-ice
coverage can be used to parameterize the drag coefficient Cdn, related to the 10m-wind. Cdn increases
from 1.2.10-3 over open water to 2.8.10-3 for 55% ice coverage and decreases to 1.5.10-3 for 100% ice
coverage.
Aircraft turbulence measurements are used to compare the model values of Cdn with
measurements. The correlation between measured and modelled drag coefficients result in r2 = 0.91,
where r is the correlation coefficient.
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friction velocity over ice
friction velocity over water
wind velocity
matching height
effective roughness length
local roughness length of sea ice
local roughness length of water
form drag parameter of ice floes
form drag parameter of pressure ridges
von Karman constant
fitting parameters for pressure ridges
fitting parameters for ice floes
air density
total surface drag

1. Introduction
The ice cover of the Arctic Ocean is characterized by significant spatial and temporal variability. The
predominant annual period, during which the ice extent ranges from 8 million km² in late summer to 15
million km² in late winter (see e.g. Gloersen and Campbell, 1988), is primarily caused by freezing and
melting processes. Shorter fluctuations are also affected by dynamic forces exerted by surface winds and
ocean currents. These influences depend critically on the morphology at the top and bottom of the sea ice
cover. These geometric structures affect the exchange of heat and momentum between the atmosphere
and the sea ice as well as between the ocean and the sea ice (Wefelmeier and Etling, 1991). Formally the
surface influence on the turbulent momentum flux is expressed through drag coeficients or the
aerodynamic roughness length of sea ice. Overland (1985) proposes an effective roughness length z0eff in
the framework of similarity theory, which accounts for different types of surfaces. Banke et al. (1973)
parameterize z0eff by the standard deviation of the geometric surface height of the partly ice covered
ocean. Arya (1975) partitions the total surface drag acting on a sea-ice cover into two components, the
form and the skin drag. Joffre (1983) and Dierking (1995) apply this concept to closed pack-ice fields.
Hanssen-Bauer and Gjessing (1988) (subsequently:HBG) consider the effects of floe edges of broken icefields, but they neglect the form drag of pressure ridges. Hartmann et al. (1994) find from aircraft gust
probe measurements that the form drag of sea-ice surfaces increases linearly with the ice-area
perpendicular to the wind vector. Our study aims to determine an optimized drag partitioning model on
the basis of adequate surface information and aircraft turbulence data. The models of Arya (1975) and
HBG were combined. Probability functions of the surface parameters height, distance and width of ice
floes and ridges were determined and introduced in our model.
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2. Morphological Surface Parameters Controlling the Aerodynamic Drag of
Sea Ice
The stress exerted on a partly ice covered sea surface by the surface wind field depends on the
hydrodynamic roughness of the flat water and sea-ice surfaces (skin drag) and on the resistance of larger
obstacles like the floe edges and the pressure ridges (form drag). According to the drag partitioning
&
&
&
concept the total surface drag τ can be expressed as the sum of form drag F and skin drag S :

& & &
τ= F + S

(1)

While the model of Arya (1975) accounts for the effects of ridges on the form drag, HanssenBauer and Gjessing (1988)[HBG]
of floe edges on the surface momentum exchange.
& treat
& the influence
& &
& &
The relative values | F | / | S w0 | , | S | / | S w0 | and | τ| / | S w0 | of the form drag, the skin drag and the total drag
&
respectively normalized by the drag of a water surface | S w0 | can be determined from these models.
We combine the models of HBG and Arya but apply probability density functions& of the roughness
parameters instead of mean quantities in the model equations. The total form drag F thus results in a
&
&
combination of the floe edge component F f and the ice-ridge component Fr as
&
& &
&
| Fr |
| Fr | | S i 0 |
|F |
& = & +C & & .
| S w0 | | S w0 |
| S i 0 | | S w0 |

(2)

&
&
The ratio of the skin drag of ice surfaces S i 0 and water surfaces S w0 can be expressed by application of
logarithmic wind profiles over ice with roughness z0i and water with roughness z0w as
&
2
| S i 0 |  ln (Z 2 / z0 w ) 
 ,
& = 
| S w0 |  ln (Z 2 / z0 i ) 

(3)

where Z2 is the matching height of the wind, assumed to be constant (20m) for the ice conditions under
consideration. This and the following equations refer to near neutral stratification; non-neutral cases are
&
not considered. The ridge form drag Fr is weighted by the ice concentration C, since the number of
ridges per unit area depends on the ice concentration.
With the aid of probability density functions p( h f ,l f ,d f ) , which determine the density of unit area
&
& &
&
of special parameter combinations, the ratios | Fr | / | S w0 | and | S | / | S w0 | result as
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(5)

dh f dl f d d f ,

dh f dl f d d f ,

(6)
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In these equations the floes are characterised by their lengths lf , their edge heights hf , their spacings df
and the edge form drag parameter αf . In the following the ridges are analogously characterised by their
heights hr , their spacings dr and the ridge form drag parameter αr . κ is the von Karman constant and m is
a parameter specifying the leeward extent x= m hf,r of obstacle shadowing, i.e. reduction of the surface
stress in the leeward side of an obstacle. In this study we use m = 20 (see Plate and Lin, 1965) and
αf = 0.5 (see Marshall, 1971). The small-scale roughness lengths are prescribed as z0w = 0.00012 m for
water (see Large and Pond, 1981) and z0i = 0.00025 m for ice, based on numerous studies for level ice
(Banke and Smith,1973).
In the HBG model, the integrals of Equations (4) and (5) are replaced by mean values. Also the
reduction of the skin drag of the ice surface, due to the shadowing of ridges, is disregarded. To obtain an
improved formulation, the skin drag is expressed by
&
&
| Si | 2
| S i |= & ρu
(9)
| S i0 | *i
&
&
where the ratio | S i | / | S i 0 | is identical to (12).
&
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In our approach the expression
in Equation (5) reads
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Arya´s model (1973, 1975) for the influence of ice ridges on the atmospheric flow is modified by
applying the probability density function p( hr ,d r ) instead of mean ridge spacing. Thus the ratios
&
&
&
&
| F r | / | S i 0 | and | S i | / | S i 0 | are
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∞
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The drag coefficient Cdn( z ) results from
C dn ( z )

&
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(14)
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where the surface drag of water surface is | S w0 |= ρu*2w . By application of a logarithmic wind profile over
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3. Surface Roughness Parameters in the Marginal Ice Zone of Fram Strait

Information on floe size, freeboard height and spacing of ice ridges as well as turbulent fluxes of heat,
humidity and momentum are obtained from airborne surveys during the experiment REFLEX II
(Radiation and Eddy Flux Experiment). The measurements were carried out in late winter over the packice region north and west of Svalbard in February and March, 1993. REFLEX II (Kottmeier et al., 1994
and Mai, 1995) was an observational programme studying atmospheric processes affected by the presence
of sea ice in wintertime. The programme´s objectives comprised the effects of low level – mainly
stratiform – clouds on the vertical radiative fluxes, the measurement of surface data as ground truth for
satellite remote sensing of sea ice and the acquisition of data for the forcing and validation of mesoscale
atmospheric models. A central objective of the programme is to derive schemes which parameterize
turbulent fluxes in relation to sea-ice statistics, since the vertical exchange of momentum and energy vary
considerably with ice concentration, ice thickness and floe size distribution. The turbulent fluxes of heat,
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humidity and momentum are determined from data obtained with the Meteopod turbulence probing
system, which is mounted under the right wing of Dornier DO-228 turbo-prop aircraft. Information on
surface structure is obtained by means of a laser altimeter and downward looking line-scan cameras. The
Dornier DO-228 (Polar 2) aircraft is equipped corresponding to IFR (instrumental flight rules) and has a
laser-gyro inertial navigation system (INS). In addition a separate global positioning system (GPS) is
available for precise-navigation. Low level horizontal flight legs cover distances of 20 to 50 km in the
sea-ice region and are organized for a wide range of ice concentrations and thermal stratifications. They
are repeated several times in order to obtain reliable turbulence statistics. During REFLEX II the research
vessel POLARSTERN was in the sea ice. Therefore it was possible to fly several sections for the
intercomparison of aircraft and ground data. Aircraft turbulence data at level between 30 m and 40 m are
available for total flight lengths of 2970 km,
POLAR 2 carries a downward looking laser altimeter in order to resolve the topographic
structures of the surface down to a centimeter scale. The distance is determined from the reflection of the
laser pulse from the surface. The reflectivity of water is too small for reliable measurements, but ice floes
regularly provide satisfactory signals. Due to the very low air temperatures in winter leads are mostly
frozen over, so that this level can also be detected by the laser altimetry. The motion of the aircraft has to
be eliminated by a special method which is not described in this framework but is comprehensively
discussed in Mai (1995). Technical data of the laser system are summarized in Table I.
Two digital line-scan cameras detect the intensity of visible (LSC) and the infrared (IRLS) signals
of the Earth´s surface, scanning perpendicular to the flight track. They are used for floe edge detection
and provide information on the ice concentration, as well as floe size distribution.
The width and cross-track resolution of the images depend on the altitude of the aircraft while the
along-track resolution is determined by the aircraft´s ground speed, which is typically 70 ms-1. Table II
indicates some technical information on the two line-scan cameras. The cameras and observational
procedures of the laser altimeter and the digital cameras and the derived quantities are displayed
schematically in Figure 1.
Examples of observed quantities are presented in Figure 2. The upper two graphs show the
surface height (m) and the intensity of the backscatter signal from the laser altimeter which are distinctly
correlated. The LSC diode viewing exactly vertically downward still discriminates ice and leads although
the along track resolution is much lower than that of the laser. In contrast the surface radiation
thermometer KT4 is not sufficient to resolve leads of a few meters width.
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TABLE I
Technical specifications of the laser altimeter
Type :

PS 100E, IBEO, Hamburg

Power :

100 W

Range :

100 m

Lens diameter :

42 mm

Beam divergence :

0.24°

Footprint radius :

6.3 cm (at hf = 30 m)

Pulse frequency :

ca. 2000 Hz

Horizontal resolution :

3.25 cm (for vf = 65 m s-1)

Pulse duration :

10 ns

Wavelength :

905 nm

Necessary minimum
Backscatter intensity :

40 of 256 (arb. Units)

Distance accuracy :

3 cm (single mesurement)

TABLE II
Technical specifications of the line scan cameras
Camera system

LSC

IRLS

Sensor :

CCD 512 pixels

single IR sensor at 77 K

Spectral range :

0.4 mm to 1.1 mm

8.0 mm to 12.0 mm

Optical system :

8 mm lens, f / 1.4

rotating mirror, f / 1.1

Scan angle :

90°

90°

Cross track resolution :

12 cm (h f = 30 m)

12 cm (h f = 30 m)

Sampling frequency :

50Hz

50Hz

Along track resolution :

1.3 m (v f = 65 m s-1)

1.3 m (v f = 65 m s-1)

Sensitivity :

256 grey levels

0.1 K

The low level flights at altitudes between 30 m and 40 m are subdivided into sections of 12 km length.
About 100 of those sections are the basis of the calculation of the normalized frequency distributions of
lf , df and hf in order to derive the surface drag values. Examples for the pack-ice region within about
20 km distance from the ice edge are shown in Figure 3a-c together with the model functions, which are
exponential for lf , hyperbolic for df and form a Poisson distribution for hf. The best fit was achieved by
p (l f ) = − µ1 exp (−µ1 (l f − l f ,min ))

(16)

p ( d f ) = p0 ⋅ l s− µ2 ,

(17)
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Figure 1. Geometrical parameters of ice fields, measured from aircraft. The following abbreviations are used in the
text and the equations. lf : length of the ice floe secant, hf : free-board height, df : distance between the floes; hr :
height of ice ridges and dr : distance between them.

Figure 2. An example for the application of different aircraft sensors for the ice floe detection; a: surface height
from the laser altimeter, corrected for the aircraft motion, b: laser echo strength, c: line averaged surface reflectivity
( relative units ) from line-scan camera, d: surface radiation temperature from KT4.

p (hf ) =

µ 3( aµ3b + 1 ) h µf 3b
Γ( µ3b + 1 )

(

exp − µ 3a h f

),

(18)
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Figure 3. Normalized frequency distributions for lf, df and hf. The curves through the data points are determined by
a least squares method, the corresponding correlation coefficients are r(a) = 0.97, r(b) = 0.95 and r(c) = 0.96.
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Figure 3c.
TABLE III
Summary of the investigation of ice floe
parameters.
Quantity
Conditional frequency* (cf)
lf

92%

df

85%

hf

90%

hr

98%

dr

85%

∞

Γ( µ 3 b +1) = ∫ x µ 3b exp ( − x )dx

(19)

0

Similar functions were calculated for the height and the spacing of ice ridges. An example for this
investigation, which refers to the same location as the previous figure, is portrayed in Figure 4a,b. The
curves were obtained by a model developed by Wadhams and Davy (1986). They postulate a linear
dependence between the cross-sectional area and the height of the ice ridges. Their probability density
functions are
p ( h r ) = λ1 e

− λ 1 ( hr − hr , min )

(20)
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Figure 4. Normalized distributions of the heights (4a) and the distances (4b) of ice ridges. The curves through the
data points correspond to Wadhams and Davy (1986). The correlation coefficients are 0.997 and 0.950, respectively.

p ( dr ) =

 (ln ( d r − d r ,min )− λ 2 a )2
exp  −

2λ22b
2πλ 2 b ( d r − d r ,min )

1


,



(21)

where the threshold values are hr,min = 0.4 m and dr,min = 7 m. The coefficients λi in the Equations (20) and
(21) are determined by a least squares fit of the functions p(hr) and p(dr) to the data.
Normalized frequency distributions of ridge and floe statistics for all flight legs are given in
Table III. The conditional frequency, based on all flight legs of a length of 12 km, refers to correlation
coefficients exceeding the value of 0.95. Obviously the empirical probability density functions generally
provide suitable approximations of the observed data.
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meas
mod
Figure 5. Drag coefficients C dn
from turbulence measurements and modelled C dn
considering the distribution
functions of the separation and height of ice edges and ridges.

Figure 6. The neutral drag coefficient as a function of the ice concentration modelled under consideration of the
form drag of floe edges and pressure ridges (solid curve), under consideration of the form drag of floe edges only
(dashed). The dotted curve considers the form drag of floe edge and ridges but neglects the reduction of surface drag
due to shadowing effects.
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&

&

Figure 7. Regression of | F f | / | S w0 | on hf / lf .

4. Theoretical Drag Formulations Compared with Aircraft Turbulence Data

The model computations on the basis of geometric surface morphology and the aircraft turbulence
measurements as described in section 2 are used to parameterize the aerodynamic surface drag in the
Arctic marginal ice zone. Drag coefficients Cd are determined from the aircraft measurements of the mean
wind vector and the eddy correlation stresses at flight levels between 30 and 40 m. These values are used
for a comparison with our model values. The aircraft data are reduced to a 10 m level and to neutral
density stratification with the aid of a one-dimensional numeric model. The model (Raasch, 1988;
Hartmann et al., 1994) uses Monin-Obukhov similarity in the surface layer, and at higher levels eddy
diffusivities calculated by a Prandtl-Kolmogorov approach as a function of turbulent kinetic energy. After
initialisation with steady-state wind profiles and neutral stratification up to a height of 200 m and using
the measured temperature profile above, the surface temperature is adapted to the measured KT4-value.
The model is run for roughly two hours to achieve nearly stationary conditions. Then the vertical profiles
of temperature and wind are found to match the observed profiles reasonable well and the turbulent fluxes
and the turbulent kinetic energy at flight level agree with the measurements. We therefore use the model
ratio Cd(z) to Cdn,10m to reduce the drag coefficient derived from observations at flight level to 10m. Cases
with a stably stratified atmospheric surface layer and with rather inhomogeneous ice distributions along
the 12 km flight leg are eliminated. A total of 85 flight legs are accepted for comparison. The measured
drag coefficients are classified according to the model result. The result is displayed in Figure 5. The
model drag coefficients account for the freeboard and the pressure ridge effects. The squared correlation
coefficient amounts to 0.91, whilst the slope of the regression line is also 0.91.
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From the regression in Figure 5 we find that the model drag coefficients are about 10% greater
then the measured ones. Reasons for this systematic difference may be caused by the reduction
procedures of the measurements as well as by the model concept. Measurements planned with a
helicopter-borne turbulence probe which can be exposed near the 10 m level may help to exclude
observational deficits. In spite of the above mentioned uncertainties the drag formulation, based on the
detailed floe edge and ridge statistics, provides a sufficient scheme for the momentum exchange at a
partly ice covered sea surface.
For practical applications, e.g. in general circulation or sea-ice-models, one normally lacks
detailed sea-ice information. Therefore we empirically relate our drag coefficients to the sea-ice
concentration, which is principally available from satellite observations or model calculations. The result
is shown in Figure 6.
The error bars indicate the variations of the drag coefficients for 10 different classes of ice
concentrations due to the varying configuration of ice floes and pressure ridges. The drag coefficients for
open water and for total ice cover are about 0.0013 and 0.0018, respectively, in close agreement with the
specified values of zow and the ice values of Seifert and Langleben (1972) and Large and Pond (1981).
The largest drag coefficient is approximately 0.0026 for ice concentrations between 50% and 60%. A
similar result was obtained during the experiment REFLEX I by Hartmann et al. (1994), while Andreas et
al. (1987) and Anderson (1987) estimate the maximum of Cd at about 80% ice concentration and Guest
and Davidson (1987) do not find any distinct maximum. Since besides Hartmann et al. (1994) the other
studies are based on less detailed surface information we feel rather confident that findings have a high
degree of certainty.
The solid curve in Figure 6 is calculated taking into account the influence of floe edges and ice
ridges while the dashed curve only reveals the influence of the floe edges. The increase of Cdn for ice
concentrations from 0 to 0.5 is mainly caused by the increase of form drag of the ice floe edges. The
decrease at higher ice concentrations reflects the smaller spacing of floes and the shadowing effect at the
leeward side of the floes. This effect causes a substantial decrease of up to 15% of the total drag for ice
concentrations above 20% and is maximum for C = 100%. Investigations on the ratio | F f | / | S wo | show a
maximum of 1.0 at C = 50% and, as prescribed by the model, vanishing values close to C = 0% and
100%.
The results of this study are compared with the simpler model of Hartmann et al. (1994) assuming
that the circumference of the floe is proportional to lf and the area of the floe is proportional to lf2 . Under
this assumption a relation of the form
&
| Ff | h f
& ~ C
| S wo | l f

(22)

should be valid.
This is confirmed by Figure 7 for the averaged quantities. The standard deviations reflect the
shortcomings of their geometrical simplification for certain ice conditions.
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